MAINTABLE
OPTIMAL MAINTENANCE OF YOUR TABLE DATA
A uniform maintenance interface for your relational databases.
Do you use relational databases? Are you looking for an easy and reliable tool to manage your
table data?
MainTable is ideal for maintaining table data from relational databases. In accordance with our
motto it guarantees „Better organized Information“ in your company.

Faciliate maintaining tables from relational databases.
Some databases don't come with an user interface, or a form needs to be created and maintained
for every table.
MainTable faciliates that: With its web-based user interface, maintaining tables from relational
databases becomes easy and safe - and completely independent from complicated table-specific
forms.
Thanks to its intuitive structure, all functions can be leared easily and in remarkably short time –
going easy on precious resources.

Use MainTable company-wide.
MainTable connects to an unlimited number of various databases and supports many operating
systems:
• supported databases: DB2, Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL and Informix
• supported operating systems: z/OS, BS2000, VSE, Linux, AIX, Solaris and Windows

Control every data change.
MainTable provides the option of locking an entire table while processing. MainTable uses an
internal system to ensure that different users cannot make simultaneous changes. This safely and
reliably prevents unintentional overwriting of changes.
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MAINTABLE VERSIONS
MainTable comes in three versions:

1. MainTable Basic: For your comfortable data maintenance
MainTable Basic is ideal if you are looking for an easy, basic way to maintain tables from relational
databases.
MainTable Basic provides functions for connecting and displaying data, as well as basic maintenance functions including sorting, searching and filtering. Print/export/import functions for CSV,
XLS, PDF and text files are also available, and you may copy table rows between different relational
databases.

2. MainTable Advanced: For your organizational requirements
MainTable Advanced adjusts perfectly to your corporate organization.
The authorization system, user groups, roles and multi-tenant capability enable optimal use in
your company. External authorization systems such as z/OS-RACF can also be connected. The
user interface can be individually adapted to your company‘s internal organizational units.

3. MainTable Security: For your requirements on data security
MainTable Security enables absolute revision security through approval procedures based on a
multiple control principle, complete logging and in RDB defined checks for referential integrity.
Revision logs provide a complete overview of all data changes.
Evaluations of the revision logs for each batch job are also possible.

Easy Upgrade
Start with MainTable Basic and switch quickly and easily to one of the other variants as your requirements increase!
No reinstallation is required when you upgrade from MainTable Basic to MainTable Advanced or
MainTable Security. It is sufficient to upload a new license file. That can be done easily anytime.
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